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About This Game
Do you want to save the world by reclining on the nonexistent back of your gaming stool? Do you want to get hundreds of
diamonds for simple keystrokes? Then this game is for you) Here you can:
Fly and collect diamonds
Die from diamonds
Do not die from diamonds
Super hardcore game in the style of the oldschool
And... 5 mind-blowing levels, 5 types of diamonds, more than 10 kinds of enemies (ships, rockets, meteors ...), pleasant
atmospheric music
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Title: The Moon Night
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
FarBox Games
Publisher:
Urban_People
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2017
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it's an okay game but there are some fairly tedious points...
the back-n-forth between scenes to complete puzzles for example. you wander around, picking up stuff (if you manage to figure
out you're supposed to and what, that is) and then trotting back to whatever scene/room you Hope that piece of junk goes to.
there's not a lot to the game aside from that. some puzzles, some ho scenes... but mostly convoluted bits of wandering around
wondering why you had to pick up junk. most of the puzzles are on the lowest end of skill to complete. but those that aren't, oi,
what a pain in the tail feathers. luckily the hints (in the form of crosses for the main character & badges for the briefly played
secondary character) are plentiful if you keep your eyes peeled. some of the puzzles are just annoying to the point of skipping
them just to get a move on.
that's not even touching on the mechanics of the game being off... clicking repeatedly, Hoping to hit it in the "just right" sweet
spot was definitely a tooth grinding experience.
the good points... ah well, there are some. not many but some.
the graphics are solid (if a little on the goth side) and the music doesn't make a person's ears bleed. the voice acting isn't bad.
but there are loads of other games with better Everything that are far more worth the price. so given that pretty much All the
hours/time you see under my belt in playing this was spent grumbling about having to trek back Yet.Again. to some pointless
spot to plug yet another piece of junk haphazardly into what i Hoped was the right spot... i can not recommend this game..
Unity. Oh you.
I mean, it is a slow paced "survival" horror of sorts. It is a static cam walking simulator where you memorize enemy pat patterns
and go sneeky beeky about a map. Not the most amazing game out there, and for 4 bucks, not even worth the buck. No UI or
Hud, no indication on mob placement and huge in the trial and error department. No crouching or sprinting, and the shake-static
cam can be a tad disorienting. It can be dumbed down, but Id take it that was the intended game design, so I leave it on. No
inventory tab and when spotted you simply respawn, so no combat.
Not absolute crap, but it is not a diamond in the rough. No sleeper here, just sleep. Badge and achieve support. So many have
done better. Take the thumbs up as a loose plug, a thumbs down feels severe. It tries.. man o man....
I think Devs really deserve some props on this one. What a great game. Excellent creativity.
Why is it so many games that are FREE are so much better then games we have to pay for?
BRAVO DEVS BRAVO!!!
and
Thank you!. This game used to work well though after buying some of the downloadable content and receving 5 billion or so
updates it is now broken, which is something of a shame as it was quite fun to play.. I first played this game 20 years ago on the
old Amga system It was Great then
The transfer to pc and steam version has lost nothing
This was a Giant in its time its still Dam good now
If you Like maps and amies you will like this. Yes its a bit dated and the graphics show that, but the gameplay and startagy are
as good as ever.. RUb my♥♥♥♥♥♥. Now, full disclosure, I am friends with the creator of this game, and had watched he work
on this, and I play tested this when it was still in the early stages. So take my review with a grain of salt if you would like.
Now that that's out of the way, I will say I greatly enjoyed the final product Michael made. It's come a long way from the early
builds I helped test. The puzzels are stream lined with out being too diffuclt (Though granted I knew how to get past the ones I
got stuck on before), but having the right leve of challenge to give me pause to think about the solution.
The only issue I had would be some minor sound issus .
Over all it's a fun and quick game to play, and worth checking out.
. Fun little wave shooter with a very interesting idea. There is no room scale, it's a standing experience. Game is very fast. You
need to turn around a lot.
In the right hand you have your weapon and in the left hand you have an orb ball. The gameplay works that you throw the orb
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ball on enemies, then you slow down the time and shoot the orb ball which explodes and kills the enemies around you.
This goes surprisingly fast and makes fun so far. Further, you can pick up different orbs like explosion.
At the moment there are only two levels. Not a lot, but it seems the developers working on more.
It is a good game to show off your Vive. It has nice effects, a lot of particles, great colour scheme and an easy game mechanic.
Don't expect a Raw Data or a fully fledged game.
But even if you are sceptical to buy a nother wave shooter, I recommend to take a look on this for the sale price of 5 EUR.
Twitch Channel : https://www.twitch.tv/mrorange55
Youtube Channel : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1UE5TPoF0HX0HVpF_E4uPQ/videos?view_as=subscriber
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I don't often go out of my way to review games but this was a gem. Engaging story, great voice acting and beautiful visuals. The
controls were a little wonky in places with turning but that was minor compared to the positives. I think the only real negative
was that the game took less than 5 hours to finish. I really wanted more and would definitely recommend this game to any fan of
the genre.. Awesome game. A nice concept with fairly nice execution. Only problem is there's very little replayability and
beyond the first one or two playthroughs it just becomes a railroaded fetch quest. What more the concept falls a bit short in that
you're not trying to come up with a lie, you're trying to blindly play through the night of the murder in such a way that the stuff
you find out proves you innocent.. Beautiful gun. I end up using this baby quite a bit. It's the closest thing you'll get to a sniper
rifle.. This is a very good game, it has taught me to appreciate life.. Unique and enjoyable puzzle experience.. Got to use a demo
during a regular game, got score up to 90,000!!! The portugese have the best new building ever!. I love this game. It's Asteroids
but on another level. The graphics are surprisingly decent for the price of the game too. I thoroughly enjoyed playing this game.
Definitely try it out if you like Asteroid but also upgrading ships, blowing up planets and flying throughout space.. What an
unexpectedly fantastic little (big) game! As others have mentioned, this does have a Zelda 2 vibe. But, expect to enjoy a Metroid
vibe as well. Lots of exploration for loot and upgrades. The game throws you into the environment, and the world is your oyster!
You can make it as difficult or as smoothe as you'd like, depending on what stats in which you invest and progressive upgrades
you have.
So, the easiest way I've found to outline a game's points is to list the pros and cons...
Pros:
- 8-bit feel with near-modern control scheme
- Lots of exploration, lots of upgrades, lots of secrets
- Great boss fights...and lots of 'em. There are 4 main dungeons before unlocking the last, but plenty of other side dungeons.
Each dungeon comes with at least 1 boss; some have mini-bosses as well. It's a weird construct, but it definitely works.
- It's unconventional. Yes, it resembles Zelda 2 and Metroid, but it has its own style. It doesn't hold your hand...it has very little
in-game prompting. You need to discover things for youself.
Cons:
- Honestly, I really can't think of any. For an indie title, it feels polished and rewarding...Great job!
In summary, for $10 and nearly 24 hours until the final cutscene (not 100% - other higher level areas to explore), this game pays
dividends. That's what I love about Steam. These little-known games creep into your "Recommended" list, and, after perusing
the reviews, you're enjoying another hidden gem! Pick it up; give it a try.
Just an addendum with regard to another game Elliot Quest feels like...not the difficulty...the construct. Dark Souls. There were
only a few, but, in the negative reviews, a common "complaint" existed...unreachable areas and circuitous routes to backtrack. In
its defense, the game is intentionally designed to have barriers between sections of the world. And, after exploration and lots of
enemy fights, shortcuts begin to appear...much like Dark Souls. The first playthrough of an area is a real challenge, twisting
your character through a maze. But, as you unlock the shortcuts, the map and game design begin to unfold before your eyes. I
view this as a postive for sure!
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